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Moorabool Shire Council
Planning Department
info@moorabool.vic.gov.au

20 July 2016

Dear Sir and/or Madam,
Planning Scheme Amendment Small Town & Settlement Strategy
Thank you for your letter and information received 19 Jul 2016 giving Goulburn-Murray Water
the opportunity to consider this Planning Scheme Amendment for pre amendment advice
GMW’s areas of interest are surface water and groundwater quality, use and disposal. GMW
requires that development proposals do not impact detrimentally on GMW’s infrastructure
and the flow and quality of surface water and groundwater. Applicants must ensure that any
required water supplies are available from an approved source.
As you are aware GMW’s boundary only includes a small part of Moorabool and in particular
the area in the north which drains towards the Dean Reservoir.
The boundary is approximately the Powells, Madderns Rd area with the western boundary at
Clarkes Rd and does not include the White Swan Reservoir.
Moorabool has an approved Domestic Wastewater Management Plan and has an inspection
program which is superior to most local government areas.
The Small Town and Settlement Strategy notes the reliance on the provision of reticulated
sewerage for towns and settlements within the Declared Catchment areas (e.g. Wallace,
Bungaree) however this is not a consideration for GMW.
Section 6 of the strategy is relevant as it guides population and development to those
settlements where the capacity to accommodate growth can be most effectively met, which
optimise the use of existing water, energy and utility infrastructure.
Given the high quality soils used for agriculture in the Bungaree and Wallace areas and the
economic importance of Agriculture in the Moorabool economy firm controls should be
maintained over the development of dwellings in the Farming Zone.
The concept of a Small Town and Settlement Strategy is supported by GMW as it provides a
strategic plan to assist development applications.
Based on the information provided, G-MW has no objection to Planning Scheme Amendment
Small Town & Settlement Strategy.
If you require further information please e-mail planning.referrals@gmwater.com.au or
contact 1800 013 357.
Yours sincerely
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY NEIL REPACHOLI
Neil Repacholi
SECTION LEADER STATUTORY PLANNING
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APA GasNet Australia
(Operations) Pty Limited

29 April 2015

ACN 083 009 278
180 Greens Road
Dandenong VIC 3175
PO Box 4204
Dandenong South VIC 3164
P: 61 3 9797 5222
F: 61 3 9797 5295

APA Ref: 283057
Andrew Goodsell
Senior Strategic Planner
Moorabool Shire Council
PO Box 18
BALLAN VIC 3342

www.apa.com.au

Email to: agoodsell@moorabool.vic.gov.au

BY EMAIL

Dear Andrew,
RE: MOORABOOL SMALL TOWNS STRATEGY
The Moorabool Small Towns Strategy was referred to APA GasNet (APA) for advice on the proposed development
around known APA pipeline assets (see Figure 1). APA has the following comments and recommendations in relation
to the proposal.
APA has three pipelines traversing the study area, as shown in the following table:
Table 1. Transmission gas pipelines in the area of consideration.
Easement Width
Pipeline
Pipeline Licence
(m)
Brooklyn to Ballan
PL78 (T56)
20
Ballan to Ballarat (2 pipelines) PL78 & 134 (T57)
20 & 10
Ballan to Bendigo
PL78 (T70)
20

Diameter (mm)
200
150 & 300
150

Measurement Length
(m)
160
260
115

Note: measurement length is applied to either side of the pipeline.
APA would like to respond by expressing direct interests in the design and development of the proposal set out in
the Moorabool Small Towns Strategy. It is APA’s objective to protect human life and infrastructure whilst ensuring
future land use, subdivision and development will not inhibit the potential of an existing high pressure transmission
pipeline to be able to provide capacity required to meet the needs for natural gas in Victoria.
From the information supplied the proposed Strategy will impact on APA assets numerous times in various locations
within the study area, which increases the risk of our pipelines being detrimentally impacted upon. APA recognises
the need for changes in land use and APA monitors its assets and operations accordingly, to ensure that urban
encroachment, development and third party crossings are managed appropriately.
APA has developed general guidelines on development within close proximity to its assets to reduce the risk to life
and property (see Appendix 1). It is essential for your safety and the safety of others that they are stringently
complied with.
For new residential development within close proximity to the gas transmission pipelines, APA must be notified to
enable the development to be considered from a safety perspective. We wish to emphasise that our intent is to
ensure that transmission pressure gas pipelines and local communities are safely protected with minimum impact;
in accordance with Australian Standards 2885 (AS2885) for Pipelines – Gas and Liquid Petroleum (Part 1), explicitly
addressed in Clause 4.7.4 & 4.7.3 (Appendix 2 & 3) and subject to required Safety Management Studies (SMS). Our
technical regulator, Energy Safe Victoria (ESV) and the AS2885 impose obligations on pipeline licensees to maintain
appropriate safety risk levels of pipelines despite changes in the surrounding environment and population.
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APA has completed the review for the location of the proposed development around the high pressure pipelines
(see Figure 2) and in this instance your attention is particularly drawn to the following comments:


That ‘Sensitive’ and ‘T2’ (high density) land uses, such as core activity and employment centres, educational
facilities and high density residential areas, preferably be separated by the relevant measurement length (see
Table 1) from the easements edge for public safety.



In accordance with Australian Standard AS2885 for Pipelines – Gas and Liquid Petroleum (AS2885.1), explicitly
addressed in Clause 4.7.4 specific land use changes are subject to a Safety Management Study in order to
minimise risk (see Appendix 1).



APA would like to draw attention to Appendix 1: Guideline 4 Developments within the “measurement length”
– urban encroachment issues.



APA would also like to draw attention to Appendix 1: Guideline 5 “Local gas utility infrastructure needs to be
planned” – gas supply issues.

It is recommended that Moorabool Shire Council Officers and/or design engineers have ongoing correspondence
with APA in the future to discuss the scope of issues relating to the Strategy adjacent to and/or across APA
infrastructure to ensure its assets are thoroughly protected.
For any further enquiries relating to this submission please feel free to contact the Heritage, Environment
and Lands Team on (03) 9797 5118 or (03) 9797 5265 or by email helm@apa.com.au.

Yours faithfully,

LACHLAN MARSHALL
LAND AGENT- VICTORIA





Appendix 1: APA GasNet’s Guidelines
Appendix 2: AS2885, Part 1, Clause 4.3.4 - Primary Location Classification
Appendix 3: AS2885, Part 1, Clause 4.7.4 – Change of Location Class
Figure 1: APA pipelines in the study area
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Appendix 1: APA GasNet’s Guidelines
1. Planning Controls
Operations of gas transmission pipelines carry a level of risk, which must be assessed when considering
development proposals in the vicinity of high pressure transmission pipelines, to ensure that risk to people,
property and the environment is within acceptable levels.
Whilst Australian gas pipelines industry has an excellent safety record, in case of a pipeline an area of several
hundred metres can be significantly impacted. The most frequent cause of pipeline failure worldwide is damage
caused by external interference resulting from multiple activities such as construction or maintenance activities on
or near gas pipelines.
Whilst the land that is required to control access to the pipeline itself is set aside in an easement in most
situations, a much larger buffer should be considered when planning or developing land in the vicinity of any high
pressure gas infrastructure.
The “measurement length” clearly defines the region that could be affected by the worst case scenario pipeline
failure and identifies the distance where development proposals should be referred to the pipeline owners by the
planning authority.
If there is any change in land use/zoning, in pipeline location classification or a construction activity is proposed
within the measurement length, AS2885 requires a detailed Safety Management Study to be undertaken, which
incorporates performing a risk assessment. For example, as a location classification changes from rural to
residential (Appendix 2 and 3), the level of pipeline protection required normally increases to ensure protection of
the pipeline and to manage the risk to the community and the environment.

2. All proposed development needs to be restricted in the pipeline’s easements and/or within close proximity
to the pipeline
APA GasNet owns and operates multiple natural gas transmission pipelines of various wall thickness and pressures
throughout Victoria as per the attached map (Figure 1).
APA GasNet would oppose road construction (including water courses or structures) within or on the transmission
pipeline easements parallel to or over the pipeline as it seeks to minimise construction works in the easements to
reduce the likelihood of excavations potentially causing damage to the pipelines.
We advise that APA GasNet’s position is supported by Government legislation and Australian Safety Standards:


Pipelines Act (2005) - there are restrictions on works within close proximity to APA’s pipelines.



APA has restrictive covenants that control development within its easements, for example, restrictions on
structures and excavation.



AS2885.1 - APA has a duty to review and comment on changes in land uses in close proximity to the
pipeline.

Each easement could be incorporated into a proposed development subject to early consultation with APA GasNet
as periodic access is required to our pipelines.
Most transmission pipelines are protected by a registered easement which varies in width from 6.5 to 35m; however
there are high pressure transmission pipelines located in various road reserves or Government land without a
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registered easement. In such cases, a “Permit to Work”, issued by APA GasNet, is required for any proving and/or
construction activity deeper than 300mm within 3m of a transmission pipeline.
3. Crossing of an APA GasNet high pressure transmission pipeline or easement
Crossing high pressure transmission pipelines and/or any related easements by roads, rails and other services,
would be permitted in principle with prior approval of APA GasNet (at a 90 degree angle) as the pipelines might
need to be re-engineered for the proposed crossing.
Further assessments of road crossings, other services and potential impact on the pipeline will need to be assessed
and conditions issued on a case by case basis upon consideration of a number of factors such as: the depth of
pipeline cover, pipeline recoating, relocation of the pipeline and future pipeline accessibility, to the applicant’s cost.
Each pipeline easement could be incorporated into a reserve or open space, that is, in other Structure Plans the
easements have served as cycle links or linear paths connecting areas of open space.
Due to periodic access required to our pipelines, no native vegetation offset planting, roads, structures or other
utilities or trees will be permitted within the easements. APA GasNet prefers shrubs in the vicinity of the pipeline.
4. Developments within the “measurement length” – urban encroachment issues
High pressure gas transmission pipelines have the potential to cause major damage if the gas ignites in case of a
rupture. APA GasNet constantly monitors and maintains these pipelines to ensure their integrity; therefore the
likelihood of a major incident is highly unlikely, however, under the safety obligations of AS2885, APA GasNet is
required to ensure that adequate measures are taken to minimise the risk to public safety in close proximity of its
pipelines.
The ‘measurement length’ relevant to APA GasNet pipelines in the area vary and proximity is determined by the
diameter of the pipeline and its operating pressures.
For proposals within the ‘measurement length’ a pipeline risk management plan will be required to demonstrate
that the risk from the pipeline is within acceptable levels. The risk management plan may require a safety
assessment and must be undertaken in consultation with the pipeline owner/operator.
The safety assessment is conducted in the form of a Safety Management Study (SMS). The SMS is defined as the
process that identifies threats to the pipeline system and applies controls to them, and (if necessary) undertakes
assessment and treatment of any risks to ensure that residual risk is reduced to an acceptable level.
AS 2885.1 explicitly addresses the urban encroachment problem in Clause 4.7.4 (Attachment 2); Change of Location
Class. It addresses situations where higher population densities occur in areas where they were previously not
permitted. In that situation the standard requires that:
"...a safety assessment shall be undertaken and additional control measures implemented until it is
demonstrated that the risk from a loss of containment involving rupture is As Low As Reasonably Possible
(ALARP)."AND
"...the assessment shall demonstrate that the cost of the risk reduction measures provided by alternative
solutions is grossly disproportionate to the benefit gained from the reduced risk that could result from
implementing any of the alternatives"
The assessment must include consideration of alternative risk reduction measures including Maximum Allowable
Operating Pressure (MAOP) reduction, pipe replacement, pipeline relocation, modification of land use and
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additional physical and procedural protection. All measures to be further discussed and considered on specific
developments upon early consultation with APA GasNet.
The additional physical and procedural external interference protection measures are:


Physical controls: separation (burial, exclusion & barrier) and resistance to penetration (wall thickness and
barrier to penetration).



Procedural controls: pipeline awareness (landowner, third party liaison, community awareness program,
one call service, marking, activity agreements with other entities) and external interference detection
(planning notification zones, patrolling & remote intrusion monitoring).

AS2885 requires a metre by metre qualitative analysis to identify each threat to pipeline integrity followed by a
defined process to manage each threat either by eliminating it through external interference or design processes, or
by development of management procedures to reduce the risk from hazardous events to negligible, low or in
unresolved cases, to ALARP.
APA GasNet will also conduct preliminary calculations and assessments of existing pipeline’s credible threats to
either rupture or create a hole. In addition APA would seek assistance from local Council in preventing the use of
rippers and horizontal directional drills (HDDs) working in the vicinity of the pipeline.
Based on the above, APA GasNet recommends that ‘“T2” high density and “Sensitive”’ land uses are preferably
located the appropriate measurement length (see Table 1) from the pipeline away from either edge of the pipeline’s
easements.
‘”T2” high density and “Sensitive”’ land uses are defined in AS2885 as:
“T2” High density - Applies where multi-storey development predominates or where large numbers of
people congregate in the normal use of the area. High density includes areas of public infrastructure serving
the high density use; roads, railways, major sporting and cultural facilities and land use areas of major
commercial developments; cities, town centres, shopping malls, hotels and motels.” (Section 4.3.4[d] of
AS2885).
“Sensitive” – The sensitive use location class identifies land where the consequences of a failure may be
increased because it is developed for use by sectors of the community who may be unable to protect
themselves from the consequences of a pipeline failure. Sensitive uses are defined in some jurisdictions but
include schools, hospitals, aged care facilities and prisons. Sensitive use location class shall be assigned to
any portion of pipeline where there is a sensitive development within a measurement length. It shall also
include locations of high environmental sensitivity to pipeline failure. The design requirement for high density
shall apply.” (Section 4.3.5[a] of AS2885).
We understand that the predominant land use within the measurement length of the gas pipeline in the Planning
Scheme amendments as currently presented is residential land. Residential is defined in AS2885 as:
“Residential applies where multiple dwellings exist in proximity to each other and dwellings are served by
common public utilities. Residential includes areas of land with public infrastructure serving the residential
use; roads, railways, recreational areas, camping grounds/caravan parks, suburban parks, small strip
shopping centres. Residential land use may include isolated higher density areas provided they are not more
than 10% of the land use. Land used for other purposes but with similar population density shall be assigned
Residential location class.” (Section 4.3.4[c]of Australian Standard AS2885).
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However, there could be possible conflicts if the location or isolated high density area land uses within the
measurement length were to change and therefore APA would in that case request that ‘”T2” high density and
“Sensitive”’ is relocated preferably to a position located at least the measurement length from the pipelines away
from either edge of the pipeline’s easements.
5. Local gas utility infrastructure needs to be planned
Residential development areas may need to consider gas serviced by low pressure gas network extensions. Typically
this would be via the extension of an existing network if capacity exists. Further discussions with the local gas
network area distributor should be initiated as there may be requirements for new utility infrastructures (called City
Gate) or upgrades to existing infrastructures might be required to service the demands of future developed areas.
City Gates would allow the pressure to drop from high transmission pressure to a lower pressure gas distribution
network.
For practical infrastructure reasons the desired location of a City Gate is to be in close proximity of the transmission
pipeline. A City Gate will require a dedicated land parcel typically 50m x 50m in size and any associated buffers. To
ensure this is covered early in the project phase, please consult with local gas suppliers.
Should there be a requirement to locate the new City Gate away from the APA GasNet high pressure gas
transmission pipelines, a further 7m wide (minimum) dedicated easement would be necessary together with a
temporary construction easement of up to 25m width. APA will not construct high pressure transmission lines in
existing road reserves.
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Appendix 2: AS2885, Part 1, Clause 4.7.4 – Change of Location Class
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Appendix 3: AS2885, Part 1, Clause 4.3.4 - Primary Location Classification
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Figure 1: APA pipelines in the study area
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National Trust of Australia (Victoria)
ABN 61 004 356 192

Tasma Terrace
4 Parliament Place

10 August 2016

East Melbourne
Victoria 3002

Andrew Goodsell
Manager, Strategic and Sustainable Development
Moorabool Shire Council
PO BOX 18
BALLAN VIC 3342

Email: info@nattrust.com.au
Web: www.nationaltrust.org.au
T 03 9656 9800
F 03 9656 5397

Dear Mr Goodsell,
Re:

Draft Small Towns and Settlements Strategy – Community Consultation

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on the Draft Small Towns and Settlements
Strategy prepared by Council.
The National Trust of Australia (Victoria) is a community-based organisation seeking to inform the
public of the heritage values present in their local communities, and is pleased to observe that the
Strategy’s vision is in alignment with this.
The National Trust supports the Moorabool Shire Council’s endeavours to highlight the importance
of safeguarding the Shire’s environmental, heritage and cultural assets within the comprehensive
strategic document. The National Trust also commends Council’s considerations for the heritage
values and constraints that are present within the Shire, and welcomes their recommendations on
managing, supporting and encouraging sustainable growth and development in this vein.
In order to cover the scope of heritage issues throughout the Shire, the National Trust would support
Council’s allocation of funding to further investigate settlements and small towns which are missing
from the West Moorabool Heritage Study. In this way the Strategy could be strengthened.
The National Trust would like to thank you for the opportunity to comment. Should you have any
questions regarding the above, please do not hesitate to contact Anna Foley or myself on 9656 9823.
Yours faithfully,

Rosalind Mearns
Community Advocate

Departm ent of Eco no mic Develo pme nt,
Jobs, Tran spo rt and Resources

Ref: DOCf16f305817

88 Learmonth Road
Wendouree Victoria 3355
PO Box 580
Ballarat Victona 3350
Telephone (03) 5333 8754
Facs1mile (03) 5333 8771
DX 214287

Mr Andrew Goodsell
Manager, Strategic and Sustainable Development
Moorabool Shire Council
PO Box 18
BALLAN VIC 3342

Dear Mr Goodsell
DRAFT SMALL TOWN S AND SETTLEMENTS STRATEGY
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on Moorabool Shire Council's draft Small
Towns and Settlements Strategy.
The Small Towns and Settlement Strategy provides a long-term strategic plan to guide
decision-making and future planning for the small towns and settlements to achieve the goal
of supporting vibrant and resilient communities in Moorabool Shire.
The Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources is supportive of
the approach taken by Moorabool Shire with the Strategy outlining recommendations for the
future role of each small town , settlement or village, the intended vision for each, strategic
planning work to be undertaken and general recommendations to support liveability,
employment, economic activity and the environment. The Strategy does not encourage
substantial further growth in the smaller settlements, as they do not meet many of the
requirements of a sustainable community. This is consistent with State government policy
whereby it is preferable to consolidate growth around existing settlements which have
capacity to accommodate and service additional population growth in a sustainable manner.
If you have any questions regarding this submission, please do not hesitate to contact
Angela Daraxoglou, Senior Transport Planner at angela@ecodev.vic.gov.au
Yours sincerely

r

I

Maree Mc Neilly
Transport Coordination Manager, Grampians Region
8/08/2016

'
Andrew Goodsell

8 August 2.016

Manager

Geoff Hewitt

,Strategic and Sustainable Development _,

Secretary

Moorabool Shire Council

Lal La I Soldier's Memorial Hall Committee

PO Box 18

394 Lal Lal Falls Rd

Ballan Victoria 3342.

Lal Lal Victoria 3352.

1'J.OORi\300L

JNCIL
CENTRAL RECORDS

-9 AUG 2016

Dear Sir
DRAFT SMALL TOWNS AND SETTLEMENTS STRATEGY: LAL LAL FEEDBACK

Fife No.

f ~ ( 0 { 10 13

The La I Lal section of this document was reviewed by the Hall Committee at its August meeting. In
general, the Committee supports the presentation and broad thrust of the document, however, a
range of basic expression and informational issues were identified that need addressing before the
draft is finalised. Consequently, I was directed to review the document in detail and forward that
feedback to you as the Committee's contribution to the community consultation process .
• An edited version of the document is att¥hed detailing punctuation, grammatical and related
issues identified. The following points summarise the main concerns.

1. The intent to link key elements of the settlement's setting and history to current issues, policies
and constraints is evident. However, references to landscape descriptors are often unnecessarily
repetitious and tend to either confuse or reduce the impact of the links being sought. To compound
this, the choice of language is not always helpful. The fifth and sixth paragraphs in the introduction
are a case in point.
Paragraph five describes La I Lal being surrounded by agricultural land and adjacent to the Reservoir,
State Forest and a quarry. This relationship between settlement, farmland and forest is then
repeated in the sixth paragraph which reads as follows:

The settlement sits within a fragmented landscape, containing mostly large areas of
agricultural grassland and patches of remnant forest. Although the settlement sits within a largely
.agricultural setting, the settlement retaim a considerable coverage of forest vegetation.
Grammatically, the repeated references to agrkulturalland and forest are clumsy and unnecessary.
A more explicit linking of key points would overcome this and make the relationships identified more
coherent. For example, the alternative below uses three sentences for the same information instead
of two paragraphs:

La/ La/ is situated in a fragmented landscape of mainly pastoral grass lands and patches of
remnant forest, with the La/ La/ Reservoir to the east and State Forest to the south-east. A quarry is
located north east of the village, north of the La/ La/ Falls Rd. Much of the settlement retains a
considerable coverage of forest vegetation.
There is also a word usage problem with a settlement 'sitting' in a landscape rather than being 'set'
or 'situated' in it. Additionally, the description of farmlands in the area as agricultural is inaccurate
because most holding are pastoral, which also helps explain and justify the repeated references to
•grassland.

_.,

2. Throughout the text there is an inconsistent use of wording to describe the nature of settlement
at Lal Lal. Hamlet, district, settlement, township and village are all used, some interchangeably and
that leads to several confusions and some inaccuracy. For instance, in the paragraphs critiqued
above, the reference to the quarry being to the east of the settlement only makes sense if
'settlement' refers to the township zone around the railway station. Similarly, the State forest is

'

~

listed as south -east of the settlement, which is only accurate if 'settlement' means the township.
However, the draft usually refers to the settlement as the broader area of habitation beyond the
township zone. If the more general use of the term settlement is applied in these instances, then
the quarry is north of the eastern section and the State Forest is south of it.
Consistency of application is therefore important. Because the term district usually has a more
formal and larger administrative application-, it would be easier to follow if the Township Zone was
always referred to as the village (alternatively the hamlet) and the broader area as the settlement.
3. The draft delineation of the settlement into an eastern section and western section is generally
reasonable but limited. The description of the eastern zone (p. 152) focuses entirely on the
Township Zone and provides no description of the varied farming, lifestyle and town blocks east of
the railway line and south of the Lal Lal Falls Rd.

to those already mentioned, two factual errors were also noted. In the third paragraph
.4.of Intheaddition
Introduction, it is recorded that La I La I Falls has been a popular tourist destination since the
~

early 1900s (p.152), which is wrong and contradicts later statements in the History section (p.154)
noting its popularity, in conjunction with the races, from at least the early 1870s. On p. 153
reference is made to accommodation available in the town. The hotel does not provide
accommodation and there is only one bed and breakfast now available.
5. Issues, Opportunities & Constraints (p156-7) identifies issues and opportunities under specific
sub-headings but there is no reference to constraints until the next section. This is misleading. There
also seems to be some confusion within the 'Issues' sub-section as what is an issue and what could
be seen as a constraint.
6. Style variations also impact on the coherence of the text. This is most evident in the section on
Issues, Opportunities & Constraints. The dot points for 'Issues' are completed in full sentences
whereas most of those under "Opportunities 'are only phrases or note points.
~

Hopefully this feedback is of some use in the final drafting and editing of this text. The Committee
thanks the Shire for the opportunity to contribute. I can be contacted at the above address or by
phone (53 417 671) if further explanation or assistance is required.
Geoff Hewitt

Secretary

~;
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side of the railway line, the tfeeei landscape opens
up into,~leared grazing land,~ reveat(~ remnants of

th~~ied minin~ hi~tor¥Jh~ •~e•
!ixp~rienc~a. On this. side
of the settlement,s~istoric structures in various states of ruin,
old quarries and their associated mullock heaps, and remnants of
the railway line to the blast furnace\~ A ee R=!adii o• •t akimat the

hils

grasse8f)ast1:1res.

~""'~ okl. "<'et'-~ t-VL'Jtv

•

Lal Lal's character is defined by the following elements:
.AI\'l\elatively flat t~ography.
\. ~
• The settlement~"&fr{tred on the railway and road crossing.
• The1"e'"t9- evidence of the areas ~ histor~ visible in the
surrounding landscape.
Low-density development set amidst established bush on
large lots.
e.f- -1.1vz.. how~l
• _ The h~.!.:,l 19el8s a prominent posi~on ~n the centre of the
(_s~!tl~~ ~~.... l..-+-\v,ll~--e ,
Centrally located historic structures, such as/ the railway
station and water tower ~elel to t1 1e settle1acnt's iEieAti~ aAEI

~
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survey was undertaken in 1863, a year after the substantial blue stone
railway station had been completed. (Rowe, 2010).

native tree

Industry i'teos played a key role wi-tRin the settlement. The Lal Lal Blast
Furnace, ~adjacent to the Lal Lal Reservoir, was Victoria's
only venture intoifie..mining ~iron ore an9ftoduction of pig iron.
At the peak of iror;J ore mining in 1881, Lal La! had a population of
281 ~and~ 1890/the Victorian Municipal Directory listed 'a
post office, State school; a/so several hotels and stores' as EH<istiA§
in the township.

'(~~"'""
lk
tc-V\..~r "'"~

ht:i

kuv~ k
M!\P 745 Land Use Zones for Lall.al

Lal Lal became a popular tourist destination because of the Falls1 and
its country racing program. The Lal Lal Turf Club was established in
1873 and {ace rneeting"'s were held re~ularly unti,l 1939) Du1 il 19 tl 18+"'
ti1 ,,eftll?e"'t::~lvLatr~la'se~locals an~~iSrt67's from far afield• .aR4
~ 1eL
'1\
M~;.r·x~
Jh~mated 32,000
at the l:al LBI1aees in 193~, was~
th~J\record for the highes~ atte~dance .at a ~ountry race meeting. 1
1'.:tvt-J> ~r-. ~~ ¥:',1;~,L ·~f-v"$~r'k.(.lt.ttr
~ams.7

,"'

'""

"' '

e \.

Lal Lal Reservoir
th La! Lal blast furnace_.~. The Lal Lal \\
railway station is the only early station on the Geelong to Ballara~line
remaining in the Shire, although the line is no longer 1'R. use for
passenger services.
"

Lal Lal was originally part of an extensive sheep run established in
1845 and the township late~around the discovery and mining
of iron ore, lignite, kaolin (clay) an*o a lesser degree, gold.
Lal Lal is the location of the famous Lal Lal Falls - a significant
recreational area, and spiritual place for the Aboriginal community.
In 1862, the opening of the Gee long - Ballarat railway line, \iol9ieR vvei"
built to service the gold fields, lreigl •teA eel the importance of Lal Lal
as a mining area and centre for transportation of minerals. A town

(;bl'\r..Q"'"~. ~

Lal La I has limited utility services with reticulated water supply
only available in the area around the Primary School. No
sewerage, recycled water or natural gas is available. Lal Lal
receives a fortnightly garbage and recycling collection
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service. National
available.

Broadband Network satellite

is

now

Usually-4R.e residents are reliant on other settlements for higher order
services.

&

Lal Lai Falls Reserve - picnic shelter and public toilets.

COMMUNITY
Soldiers Memorial Hall
Lal Lal Falls Hotel
Lal Lal Moorabool Photography Club
Primary School
No services.
VLine coach service to Ballarat and Geelong - one service
each way- seven days a week.
No services.

Hamlets generally have small population number~ and contain a
small cluster of housing usually within the Township Zone. Very few
services or facilities are provided within the settlemen,!;~possib!y a
community space and/or CFA service. There mayA access to
reticulated water, however, reticulated sewerage is not provided.

IMAGE 7-12 ~orrner Train Station building at Lal Lal

The Moorabooi Planning Scheme Municipal Strategic Statement
(MSS) recognises that small towns in the Municipality, such as1 Lal
Lal, provide a limited level of services and facilities to their ren.dents
and the surrounding rural areas, and are characterised by" vfsual
dominance of the rural landscape. Jl~diti-OA,( smafi.-fewR.s are
acknowledged as~ integral to the cultural heritage of the Shire.
Clause 21.09-4 - Other Small Towns seeks to provide for the
sustainable development of small towns.
Relevant strategies include:
Support limited development in small towns as an additional
residential choice.
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Provide a clearly defined and compact urban form and
character for the small towns with rearrangement of lot
boundaries that demonstrate beneficial and sustainable use.

The West Moorabool Heritage Study Stage 2A has recommended
that the central area of Lal Lal should be included as a heritage
pr~icinct in_the Moorabopl Plpnning Sch~me. lt ~: ;'J.v.VI li P,~5
pk-et.o ~t lo~ ~4\/·t+e~~ ~GJ"h.t~ ~"~~-e.:
'The original centre of the small 19th century rural settlement of La!
La/ forms a precinct identified by the railway station, hotel, dwellings,
half, ruins, avenue of honour and settings."

Protect prominent view-lines in small towns particularly to and
from the Western Freeway.
Advocate for sewerage in the small towns.

Moorabool is one of six municipalities included in the Central
Highlands Regional Growth Plan, which provides a regional
framework to accommodate growth and manage change in the
region over the next 30 years. The Growth Plan does not provide any
specific directions for dev~lopment or growth in Lal Lal. However, it
seeks.to avoid directing settlement growth to areas of natural hazard
risk, i.e., bushfire and flooding, and areas of possessing high value
environmental assets, including special water supply catchment
areas.

Seven places of local het itage sig11ifiea11ee 19a ,·e bi'liJ:J idel"ltified"'hitllii 1 tile pi opeseell-leFita§e [<?t=ecinct

*
"

~.

The following issues,. opportunities, and constraints have been. v~·
identified through consultation with the community and key ~~~
stakeholders, and supplemented by additional research, analysis, h:b._ ~,.~
and site visits.
~'-4~

71'$-

Vor/IA.£/.l

The Regional Bushfire Planning Assessment for the Grampians
Region identifies a ~~~~r et issues -re~aFeliA9 the settlement of La!

Lay o, ~

Ti1e!e

~ fl~HVS

isst~es

·:

w.+ ,;,.1r i; c-_..wf-r()~~ ~v

are:.

"Residential and rural-residential lots at La! La! and in clusters
to the south-west and south-east are in bushfire hazard areas
associated with patches of remnant vegetation, including in
the properties.
Existing vegetation includes areas of high and very high
conservation significance".

•

<V

The settlement is not supplied with reticulated natural gas, C~trtt.w:C,
sewerage, or water (except for the area immediately adjacent
t~~ ~-..v{t
to the school).
~ .
Lack of gateway signage, settlement theme, and/or sense of
arrival. There is not a clear sens from within the settlement
of the local attractio
While most public facilities occur within a five minute walk'
-ee.le Gatcl::n::ni'l"lt.of each other, the western settlement area is
well beyond this catchment.\ Lal Lal.\like\Yendon\and
Greendale.,occupies an expansive area making it difficult to
efficiently service.
Public transport is limited and does not enable day trips to
Gee long.
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~'\here is a

walking track~ or pedestrian
t e trail along the Clarendon - a

infrastructure,

Oppc-vk'-~vb:, ? •
Q<4t.-~( C':t.~~~~v~

•

@~ad"

,
.
.
There
~ strong community Interest m the Lal Lal
Falls Reserve.
lt is difficult to justify significant infrastructure investment in a
settlement with a limited population catchment and ~

.{

.

.. .

growth_ ~~tr;;~~vh~
There IS~ remnant vegetatton extstlng m and around the
"""'- "~ 1·A ,~...
settlement.
:' tt: 1'\0~ 0 ,., or
~"'
~ __...,. Lal Lal is distant from the major road network.
'-OV\ f-r" et.d, 1 '-·f--S

t.Jh~ 1\ ~~

o( of'

po (n, r
·1~ "··

\•

1:.~ b.c:*.ft;:; -~

~ . . v~vV

-so 1'qy,; ~· c~vvt-

;;~~~R_~te~Ual to provide 'Gateway'.~~:~· ,~, +v~

I. c

"

•

.

~, 11;- l;~~ r

There may be some opportunity
plantmg to ~ t e
1
centre of the settlement
and ~~~r to the
Falls
ame key view .
.Reter;tion and protection o~large remnant trees . .,
• ~eh~ial to capture Q?Ssin·g trad~ frpiJl the s~!ro~nding main
routes (Midland Highway, etc.), an~~avellers;us~ the 'back
route' to Bal!arat and/or the Western Freeway.
•

1·l..

.

•I\ )\rrch a';i'dinteresting history with severa~t structures
remaining in goodn~ndition inell:leliA§ Wate1 J~~aAElrailovB) statieg- WiU+ popular local attractions 'Q[ Lal Lal
Falls and~ historic iron furnaces.

The historic water tank could be adapted for use as a
contemporary un-manned tourist information centre for the
town and area at large.
hot~ pof.e....~~ I
Pessil31e re ttse srthe railway station building"as a business
~mc~e~J e.g., gallery, local produce store, etc.
• ~'Rotential te e~R a history walk in the township,
highlighting places of local heritage significance.

f. et·

~")).p l~V:...

.

Ot./1~1" lf~~Tif:S

).to •
~

'\otential to be a stop on vehicle, cycling, and/or rail-cycling
touring routes.
Improvement of pedestrian infrastructure between residenti?l
areas and key de:?Jinations. Wevtl& &..u:.~~H~\ pic"Ytk
Encourage active 'transport of both residents and visitors to
the settlement.
·
Due to the proximity of local attractions, a local cycling route
could be established in Lal Lal\potential return of passenger
rail services on the Gee long - Ballarat line in the longer term.

There are a number of envitonmental and heritage values and
constraints. which need to be considered when planning for the future
of Lal Lal.
These are illustrated on the maps on the following pages and include:
The settlement is located within a special. water supply
catchment. (ES01)
The Environmental Significance Overlay (Schedule 1) affects
the majority of Lal Lal and the surrounding areas to the north,
and the Design and Development Overlay (Schedule 2)
applies to all land within Lal Lal. The purpose of ES01 is to
protect the quality and quantity of water produced within
catchments, provide for appropriate development of land, and
it includes restrictions on vegetation removal. DD02 seeks to
ensure that the visual amenity of rural areas and townships is
maintained by the use of appropriate building materials.
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The Bushfire Management Overlay (BMO) -~ffects most of
the western portton of the settlement This overlay is applied
to areas identified as having high bushfire hazard. Together
with the planning requirements for bushfire protection in
Clause 52.47, this overlay controls development in order to
mitigate risk to life, property and community infrastructure.
The suitability of new development in these areas must be
fully considered before it proceeds, and appropriate bushfire
protection measures will be required.
The kaolin mines lie on the edge of a circular low-lying area
to the north of the settlement This area is subject to flooding,
and together with other tributaries outfalls into the Lal Lal
Creek, which discharges into the La~eservoir.
Moderately larg~'ffagmented patches of native vegetation
were recorded within Lal Lal and surrounds. One patch meets
the condition thresholds of the nationally significant ecological
community, Seasonal Herbaceous Wetlands (Freshwater) of
the Temperate Lowland Plains.
There is potential habitat within the settlement and surrounds
for several nationally significant flora, and state significant
flora and fauna.
Two areas of Cultural Heritage Sensitivity are located within
two kilometres of Lal Lal: a wetland located 500 metres northeast of the settlement and surround;rand a south draining
tributary of Williamson CreeK, located 700 metres south-east
of the settlement and surrounds.
There is one listed heritage site located within the settlement
and surrounds (La! Lal Railway Station and Water Tank) and

M/\P 7-46 Overlay tor Lal La I

one site listed on the Victorian Heritage Inventory (Knights
Brickworks).
There is one approved wind farm, the proposed Lal Lal Wind
Farm, less than two kilometres to the north.
The bushfire risk for Lal La! is Extreme.
Land may be subject to overland flows and areas adjacent to
creeks and waterbodies may be subject to localised flooding.
Low-lying land may be subject to waterlogging (subject to
further investigation).
Low capacity in the electricity supply system to service any
major development
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PRINCIPLES
Social and Settlement

Economic

Environment and Landscape

Sustainability

COMMUNITY EXPECTATION- LAL LAL
Walking and cy~g tr~~
Keep the school 4 i s a community hub
Improved public transport
Management of trucks in the area - dangerous
and destructive to the roads.
A post box
Support for the ageing population
To share facilities and infrastructure with nearby
towns.
For the area to be characterised by rural living
rather than suburban style residential outcomes.
For Lal Lal to remain a destination for Ballarat
residents and other visitors.
For tourism to be encouraged through
commercial use of the former station building and
promotion of heritage sites including the blast
furnace.
Protection of th·e areas significant birdlife
Protection from wind farms, pine plantations and
tracking
Better roads with increased population
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MAl' 7-47 Constraints fur La! La!

Encourage and support diverse and sustainable agricultural
enterprises, which maintain the viability of productive land in
the area.
Ensure that suitable buffer distances are maintained to
protect rural activities from encroachment by sensitive uses.

This section provides recommendations for how to manage, support,
and encourage sustainable development in Lal Lal. Some of these
recommendations may be strategic, for example, the need for future
investigations. ~thers concern advocacy, for example lobbying for
altered speed limits on State Roads,'aRd ,pthers concern local actions
(landscape, signage, tourism interpretation), which may be common
themes across many or most settlements.

&

•

I.

c.·.

Encourage any future commercial/retail development to
establish in the central area, in proximity to the 'N,etel.

Expansion of Lal Lal is to be discouraged due to a lack of
services/infrastructure, its location within a water supply
catchment, the agricultural and environmental value of
surrounding land and the area's extreme bushfire risk.

Protect land from residential fragmentation, to preserve its
use for farming purposes.

Continue to support and enhance the existing community
facilities, and various community associations and groups, as
key assets of Lal Lal.
Advocate to PTV for additional Vline coach services to and
1
from La I La~ ~articularly for improved frequency of accessible
transport services to Ballarat"'for the elderly and youth of the
community.
Advocate to Australia Post for the provision of a post box in
the settlement.
Work closely with Government and other service providers to
promote and develop opportunities for improvement, e.g.,
provision of a community transport service,· shared
partnership development around home and community care
(HACC) services, and nursing infrastructure.

Maintain basic infrastructure; such as, roads, table drains,
and pedestrian paths.
Maintain access roads to the Lal Lal Falls Reserve for visitor
use and management purposes.
Provide for the progressive development of a designated
pedestrian and cycle pathway system, in accordance with the
recommendations of the Hike and Bike Strategy.
Review directional signage to key tourism attractions.
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Provide facilities to enhance visitor enjoyment of the Lal Lal
Falls Reserve while minimising the impact of activities on its
values.

Retain the natural setting of the settlement by maintaining
the remnant vegetation, and encouraging sensitive design
and development.
Continue to promote and improve the Lal Lal Falls Reserve
as a key environmental and cultural heritage asset for the
settlement and wider region.
• "Consider the preparation and implementation of a revegetation plan for the La! Lal Falls Reserve.
Enhance and soften the visual appearance of Lal La! through
street tree planting initiatives, in particular, to better signify the
centre of the settlement and connect it to the Falls.
Encourage community involvement in the maintenance and
enhancement of the settlement.

URBAN
Retain older buildings/which contribute to the local character
and heritage of the settlement.
Ensure that new buildings and structures respond positively
to the existing character of the settlement and avoid the
development of visually dominant buildings.
Ensure that development is located and designed to
complement the scenic qualities and vegetated landscape
character of the settlement.
Minimise the removal of native vegetation and require
replacement planting of indigenous trees.

Ensure that development within Lal La I responds to, and
mitigates any,identified bushfire risks.

The settlement will remain reliant on other communities for
access to employment opportunities and retail services.
Encourage the development of the local tourism sector,
promoting Lal Lal's mining heritage and environmental
assets.
Liaise with VicRoads to ensure provision of adequate
directional signs to the Lal Lal Falls Reserve from Ballarat and
appropriate main roads.
Investigate strategies to encourage the capturing of passing"'
trade from the surrounding main routes.
Foster community participation and 'ownership' in enhancing
the social, environmental, and economic opportunities in the
settlement.
Investigate the establishment of a regional touring route
and/or heritage trail, which will include· La! Lal as a key
destination.
Encourage the creation of home based micro business and
creative industries employment, subject to performancebased measures.
Investigate the potential for investment attraction in Lal Lal.
La! Lal should be developed into a "must visit" experience
for visitors to Moorabool Shire.
Encourage the distribution of tourism information by existing
businesses in Lal Lal.
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The historic water tank could be adapted for use as a
contemporary un-manned tourist information centre for the
settlement and surrounding area.
Possible re-use of railway station building as a business
premises:gallery, local produce store, etc.
Support the establishment of a heritage walk within Lal Lal to
identify, interpret, and link locations of historical interest
throughout the settlement.
Encourage the ongoing protection and refurbishment of
heritage buildings, as key assets of Lal Lal.
A preliminary cultural heritage investigation or a voluntary
Cultural Heritage Management 'Plan should be undertaken
prior to any. large-scale development or listed high-impact
activity within the settlement and surrounds.
Continue to protect sites of Aboriginal cultural heritage
significance.
Recognis.e and protect sites of local heritage significan.ce by
implementing recommendations of the West Moorabool
Heritage Study Stage 2A via the planning scheme.

I
Consider the following further investigations or actions for Lal Lal:

changes to the Municipal Strategic Statement and Local
Planning Policies of the Moorabool Planning Scheme.
Undertaking a Flood Study in partnership with the
Corangamite Catchment Management Authority, as funding
allows.
Completing a tourism/branding strategy for Lal Lal which
includes consideration of potential events and the promotion
of Lal Lal as a getaway day trip or overnight stay.

Lal Lal is a picturesque heritage settlement that may be best
managed by preserving what is within the settlement and enabling
orderly de\telopment where it is feasible and in keepthg with the
surrounding area.
·
The settlement has potential for active and passive tourism by vehicle
and cycling. Engagement with the local community is suggestecy in
relation to tourism marketing, signage and fostering annual
community activities. Community engagement will enable better
prioritising of key projects in La! Lal.
The La! Lal Falls provide a regionally significant recreational focus
and has scope to attract more visitors to the settlement. Lal Lal
Reservoir and the industrial mining heritage are asset~which attract
visitors; and could be further interpreted for visitors and marketed
accordingly.

Preparing an Urban Design Framework to develop a vision
for the settlement, enhance its sense of place and community,
identify key actions and priorities for capital works, and
implementation of any recommended design guidelines and
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Christine Rodda
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Andrew Goodsell
Friday, 19 August 2016 4:07 PM
djutrisa@powercor.com.au
Christine Rodda
FW: Moorabool Shire - Small Towns STrategy

Categories:

BluePoint Captured

Thanks Danny
Will review and address in our updates of the Small Towns Strategy.
Regards

Andrew Goodsell | Manager Strategic & Sustainable Development
Moorabool Shire Council | PO Box 18 Ballan VIC 3342
P: +61 3 5366 7100 | M: | F: +61 3 5368 1757 | E: agoodsell@moorabool.vic.gov.au

From: Jutrisa, Danny [mailto:DJutrisa@powercor.com.au]
Sent: Friday, 19 August 2016 4:01 PM
To: Andrew Goodsell <Agoodsell@moorabool.vic.gov.au>
Cc: Info <Info@moorabool.vic.gov.au>; Lindorff, Mark <MLindorff@powercor.com.au>; McCallum, Chris
<CMccallum@powercor.com.au>; Lightwala, Lovai <LLightwala@powercor.com.au>; Fenech, Chris
<CFenech@powercor.com.au>
Subject: FW: Moorabool Shire
Hi Andrew,
The planners have collated a high level response below.
If you have any further requests/questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me via email or
phone.
Regards,

Danny Jutrisa
Customer Augmentation Planning
Team Leader - Regional
Citipower / Powercor
740 Ballarat Road, Ardeer
P: (03) 9297 6656
M: 0418 306 924
E: djutrisa@powercor.com.au
From: Lindorff, Mark
Sent: Wednesday, 17 August 2016 16:38
1

To: Jutrisa, Danny
Subject: RE: Moorabool Shire

Attached GIS plan shows Moorabool Shire within blue boundary.
Moorabool Shire is mainly supplied by three zone substations (shown as pink dots on attached GIS plan), being
Bacchus Marsh zone substation, Ballarat North zone substation and Ballarat South zone substation. There is one
zone substation within the Moorabool Shire at Bacchus Marsh supplying most of the eastern half of Moorabool
Shire. Ballarat North and Ballarat South zone substations supply the western half of Moorabool Shire.
Corio zone substation supplies into Balliang in the south of the Moorabool Shire. Woodend zone substation supplies
into Blackwood in the north of Moorabool Shire. There is a small area in the north east of Moorabool Shire supplied
from Gisborne and Melton zone substations. Also there is a small area in the north east of Moorabool Shire
supplied by Jemena’s Sunbury zone substation.
The area supplied from Bacchus Marsh zone substation is shown as brown, the area supplied by Ballarat North zone
substation is shown as lavender, the area supplied by Ballarat South zone substation is shown as blue, the small area
at Balliang supplied from Corio zone substation is shown as gold and the small area at Blackwood supplied from
Woodend zone substation is shown as green. In the north east of the Moorabool Shire the small area supplied by
Gisborne zone substation is shown as magenta and the small area supplied by Melton zone substation is shown as
lavender. The white area in the north east of the Moorabool shire is supplied by Jemena’s Sunbury zone substation.
Recently the Elaine Terminal Station was established within the Moorabool Shire to supply the Mount Mercer wind
farm.
The electricity supply in parts of the Moorabool Shire does not provide capacity for large scale load increases. This is
due to the distances from the zone substations, the conductor type and also that parts of the Moorabool Shire are
supplied by single phase and SWER high voltage.
Upcoming projects are planned at Ballarat North, Ballarat South and Bacchus Marsh zone substations to provide
additional capacity to high voltage feeders supplying into the Moorabool Shire.
Around the east of Ballarat there are planned projects for feeder upgrades around Creswick, Daylesford and the
upgrade of the feeder tie at Gordon/ Ballan which strengthens the tie between Ballarat North and Bacchus Marsh
zone substations.
There are also projects planned to upgrade the existing single phase high voltage between Buninyong and Clarendon
to three phase with further stages to Elaine.
At Bacchus Marsh zone substation there are planned projects to install a third transformer and also to install an
additional voltage regulating relay as well as upgrading the feeder from Bacchus Marsh to Ballan.
There is also a planned project to reduce load on the Corio feeder supplying to Balliang.
Significant load increases within the Moorabool Shire could require extensive system upgrade works depending
upon the specific location within the Moorabool Shire.
Regards,
Mark.
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**********************************************************************
CitiPower Pty and Powercor Australia Ltd. This email and any file
attachments are confidential and intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received
this email in error please tell us immediately by return email and
delete the document.
**********************************************************************
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CITY

OF

A Proud Community Growing Together
MELTON

16th August 2016

Coordinator Strategic Planning
Moorabool Shire Council
PO Box 18
BaIlan
Vic 3342

Dear Sir/Madam,
RE: Submission — Draft Small Towns and Settlements Strategy
Melton City Council has reviewed the draft strategy document which has been
prepared to guide future growth for small towns in Moorabool Shire.
We would like to commend you on the direction of the draft strategy and the
approach it has taken. By nominating townships that have the potential to
accommodate additional growth and putting in place a settlement boundary, this will
provide certainty for developers, Council and the community.
We believe that the strategy will provide important justification to secure the
necessary funding for reticulated sewerage and for additional structure planning
these towns will need in to the future.
The strategy should also anticipate possible impacts on neighborhood character and
heritage from infill development and expansion adjacent to town entrances. The
strategy appropriately discusses the role of Urban Design Framework Plans in
providing opportunities for communities to shape the future of their townships prior to
infrastructure being completed.
The City of Melton looks forward to the final version of the strategy and Moorabool
Shire Councils consideration of the document.
If you would like to discuss the content of this letter further, please do not hesitate to
contact Don Lewis on 9747 5256 or donaldl@melton.vic.gov.au by email.
Regards,

Laura-Jo Mellan
Manager City Design, Strategy and Environment

Civic Centre
g
Melton VIC 3337

Civic Centre/Library
a ne
ngs Blvd •

Postal Address

Caroline Springs VIC 3023

Melton VIC 3337

403 9747 7200
03 9743 9970

s

DX 33005 Melton
ABN 22 862 073 889

Patron: The Honourable Linda Dessau AM, Governor of Victoria

Fire Safety Referrals
Fire & Emergency Management
Email: firesafetyreferrals@cfa.vic.gov.au
Telephone: 03 9262 8578
Our Ref:
Telephone:
Council Ref:

15000-688412-65218
0419 489 491
DRAFT SMALL TOWNS & SETTLEMENTS STRATEGY

22 August 2016

Andrew Goodsell
Manager, Strategic and Sustainable Development
Moorabool Shire Council
PO Box 18
BALLAN VIC 3342

Dear Andrew
SUBMISSION TO PROPOSED STRATEGY
Proposal:
Location:

Draft Small Towns & Settelments Strategy
Moorabool Shire

Thank you for providing the CFA with the opportunity to comment on Moorabool Shire Draft
Small Towns & Settelments Strategy.

Bushfire Hazard
•

The bushfire hazard for each of the townships / localities is quite well articulated
(based mostly from words from the Regional Bushfire Planning Assessment for
Grampians Region) and reflects the inherent difficulty in balancing desired growth
with environmental constraints.

•

Identified potential to manage future growth in places like Blackwood (with the
possible improvement to wastewater treatment) will need to be tempered in
consideration of bushfire risk.

•

The Draft Strategy indicates (Chapter 4, page 20) the need to “temper growth and
tourism opportunities with provisions in the SPSF requiring the protection of natural
assets and managing the identified and significant risks associated with bushfire.”
CFA believe it would be appropriate to articulate in this section the overarching
strategy from SPSF 13.05 to “Prioritise the protection of human life over other policy
considerations in planning and decision-making in areas at risk from bushfire.”

Protecting lives and property

cfa.vic.gov.au

Patron: The Honourable Linda Dessau AM, Governor of Victoria

Fire Safety Referrals
Fire & Emergency Management
Email: firesafetyreferrals@cfa.vic.gov.au
Telephone: 03 9262 8578

Other considerations
•

There is inconsistent use of terminology in relation to emergency services facilities in
the Small Town Assessments. Words used include CFA Station and CFA shed, with
some localities indicating “No Services” where no fire station exists in the township
while others indicate the location of the fire brigade servicing the locality. CFA
recommends that a consistent approach be used. The presence of a local fire station
at Wallace should also be added at page 190.

In conclusion CFA has some concern with the draft strategy and recommends that minor
modifications be made.
If you wish to discuss this matter in more detail, please do not hesitate to contact Michael
Boatman, Manager Community Safety on 0419 489 491.
Yours sincerely

Michael Boatman
Manager Community Safety
CFA West Region

Protecting lives and property

cfa.vic.gov.au
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info@moorabool.vic.gov.au

Dear Mr Goodsell,
CMA Reference Number:

F-2016-0558

Section:

S 52

Location

Street:

Ballan, Victoria 3342

Cadastral:

Lot 2, TP332428, Parish of Moorarbool West

I refer to your referral dated 19 July 2016, received at the Corangamite Catchment Management Authority on
19 July 2016 in accordance with the provisions of Section 52 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987.

Below is the Authority’s understanding of the application:
The applicant(s),

Moorabool Shire Council

Proposed Development Type:

Other Planning Scheme Amendment

Proposed Development Description:

Small Towns Settlement Strategy on the abovementioned
proposed development location

The Authority’s assessment indicates that the property is covered by the following Zones and Overlays in the
Moorabool Planning Scheme;
Zone(s):

Farming Zone (FZ)

Overlay(s):

Design and Development Overlay - Schedule 2 (DDO2)
Environmental Significance Overlay - Schedule 1 (ESO1)
Bushfire Management Overlay (Bmo Or Wmo) (WMO)

1% AEP3 Flood Event
The 1% AEP flood event means that a flood of that magnitude (or greater) has a 1% chance of occurring in any
given year. It is also known as the 100 year Average Recurrence Interval (ARI 5) flood; however a flood of this
size or greater may occur more frequently than this, and can happen more than once in any year. The Victorian
Government has determined that the 1% AEP flood is the appropriate standard to regulate and protect new
developments through the planning and building systems. The impacts of floods rarer than the 1% AEP flood
(i.e. less than 1% AEP) are not regulated through the planning and building systems.

Flood Hazard
According to Attorney-General’s Departments Australian Emergency Management handbook Series (EMA
Handbook 7), in recent years, a high proportion of flood related deaths in Australia have occurred on flooded
roads. Fatalities also result from people being swept away while crossing rivers, stormwater channels,
overland flow paths or other flooded areas. In assessing access routes between a site and safe ground it has
been shown that people trying to evacuate from flooded land will do so by vehicle in most circumstances, and
therefore development decisions should assume this to be the default method. For those who do decide to seek
a pedestrian route, walking through flood water is also not considered to be an acceptable means of
evacuation. For some, walking is likely to be physically difficult or even impossible and can be the cause of
significant mental or physical exhaustion.
Analysis of flood hazard is used to determine if it is safe for people and vehicles leaving a property during a
flood event. Inappropriate development is likely to increase the burden on emergency services and personnel if
an emergency evacuation is required due to illness, injury, inadequate preparation or loss of essential services.
It should be noted that the relative evacuation time does not decrease the flood hazard.
Developments should not occur where the depth and flow of floodwater on a property and affecting the access
to the property is hazardous.
Minimum floor levels provide protection for a property and its contents, but separate provisions are needed to
protect people moving about or attempting to enter or leave a property so that they are not at risk from deep
or fast-flowing water.
Safety is assessed against Australian Rainfall and Runoff Revision Project 10 Safety Criteria.
Safety is defined in terms of the depth and velocity of water over the area in question during a 1% AEP flood
event as follows:
1. Depth must be no greater than or equal to 0.3 metres; and
2. Velocity must be no greater than or equal to 3.0 m/s; and
3. The product of depth multiplied by velocity must be no greater than or equal to 0.3 m 2 per second.
These safety criteria have been used for assessing land use and development on this site, however during
flood events the state emergency service do not recommend entering flood waters of any depth or velocity.
For further information please see http://www.ses.vic.gov.au/

Floor Levels and Freeboard
Freeboard is the height above a defined flood level and is typically used to provide a factor of safety in the
setting of floor levels. The minimum freeboard requirements compensate for effects such as wave action and
water movement resulting from variations in topography. Freeboard also provides additional protection from
flooding which is marginally above the defined flood level. The Corangamite CMA has adopted the 1% AEP
flood level with a minimum 300 mm freeboard requirement.
A greater freeboard may be required on occasions, for instance where buildings contain valuable equipment or
potentially hazardous substances.
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Freeboard requirements for areas impacted by Climate Change and sea level rise will be established in line with
normal floodplain management best practice and consistent with direction on appropriate flood levels in such
areas.

Subdivisions
The requirements for subdivisions from a Floodplain Management perspective are as
follows:


All new lots should be free from inundation during storm events up to and including the 1% AEP.



The subdivision must include provision for safe evacuation and not allow the finished development to
reduce the area of flow or flood storage.



The stormwater drainage system must ensure a design philosophy of ‘zero adverse impacts’ to
surrounding areas for up to and including the 1% AEP flood event.



All streets, footpaths and cycle paths that are subject to flooding must meet the applicable flood
hazard safety criteria.

Stormwater Management
The Victorian Floodplain Management Strategy (2016) recognises that LGA’s are accountable for applying the
planning requirements of Clause 56 of the Victorian Planning Provisions’ Practice Note 39 to ensure that new
developments do not have significant third party impacts as a result of increased runoff from impervious
surfaces. Please contact your Council for further information.
Any proposed discharge of stormwater requiring a direct and/or modifying an existing connection to a
designated waterway (as defined by the Water Act 1989) will require approval by the Corangamite CMA.

Summary and Conditions
The Authority understands that this referral relates to the preparation of Moorabool Shire’s Draft Small Towns
and Settlements Strategy. The Authority’s interest in the discussion paper relates to the Authority’s role as the
relevant floodplain management authority for the purposes of the Moorabool Shire’s Planning Scheme. The
Authority also has waterway management responsibilities under the provision of the Water Act 1989.
The Authority understands that 17 towns have been included in the Strategy of which 10 of the towns fall
within the Corangamite CMA’s region. These towns are Barkstead, Bungaree, Clarendon, Dunnstown, Elaine,
Korwinguboora / Spargo Creek, Lal Lal, Mount Egerton, Wallace and Yendon. It is noted that many of these
towns are within close proximity to waterways and floodplains and therefore that appropriate floodplain and
waterway management will need to be considered in future planning for these towns. In light of this, the
Authority offers the following general comments regarding floodplain and waterway management.
The Authority would also appreciate the opportunity to provide comment on more detailed development
plans as they become available.

Waterways
Clause 14.02-1 of the Victorian Planning Provisions requires natural drainage corridors with vegetated buffer
zones to be retained along each side of a waterway at least 30m wide. The waterway is defined by the bed and
banks (where the top of the bank is delineated as the break of slope from the river bank to the surrounding
land). Any future development that is near a designated waterway will need to maintain the appropriate
buffer distance.
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Floodplain Management
Any future development plans for these towns will also need to ensure that they are outside the 1% AEP flood
extent. It is noted that the flood data held by the Authority is considered low reliability for many of the towns
included in the settlement strategy. Further flood investigations may be required to define the 1% AEP flood
extent prior to future rezoning and development for some of these towns.
For example, any areas planned for development that do not have reliable flood data will need a Flood Impact
Assessment to be undertaken to ensure the development does not alter the existing flood conditions through
the area.
The flood impact assessment, within the context of land use planning, compares existing conditions flood
behaviour with post development flood behaviour. The same hydrological/hydraulics model will need to be
used with modifications to reflect different development and mitigation scenarios.
The objective of the flood impact assessment is to demonstrate no adverse impact offsite for a wide range of
AEP’s and storm durations.
The flood impact parameters to be considered include:










flood levels;
velocity (V);
depth (D);
VXD ;
volumes;
time of inundation;
rate of rise;
rate of flood recession;
accumulative impacts.

Opportunities to reduce the existing flood risk and improve flood evacuation efficacy as a result of
development should be maximised.
The flood impact assessment shall be undertaken in accordance with industry best practice and, as a
minimum, the Flood Impact Report shall include the following sections:
- Introduction
- Methodology Used
- Data Collation
- Hydrological Model Development
- Hydraulic Model Development
- Calibration and Validation
- Design Event Modelling (Existing Conditions)
- Sensitivity Analysis
- Mitigation Schemes Impact Assessment
- Conclusions of Flood Impact Assessment
It is also important to consider that the Authority will not support the creation of new residential lots within
the mapped 1% AEP flood extent. The Authority also recommends that any new lots adjacent to the mapped
1% AEP flood extent include minimum finished floor levels that are 300 millimetres above the applicable 1%
AEP flood level.

Stormwater Management
Any future development associated with these towns must also be consistent with the State Planning Policy
Framework Clause 56.07-4 as well as standard C25, which requires urban stormwater to be treated to meet
the Urban Stormwater – Best Practice Environmental Management Guidelines (Victorian Stormwater
Committee 1999).
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A stormwater management plan will need to be prepared that shows how they will reduce water quality
parameters (TSS, TN, TP and GP), particularly if the stormwater runoff is proposed to runoff into a designated
waterway.
The stormwater drainage system must be designed such that stormwater runoff exiting the land meets the
current best practice performance objectives for stormwater quality, as contained in the Urban Stormwater
Best Practice Environmental Management Guidelines (Victorian Stormwater Committee, 1999) and Councils
Stormwater Management Plans to achieve the following water quality standards:
 80% reduction of the typical annual load of suspended solids.
 45% reduction of the typical annual load of total phosphorus.
 45% reduction of the typical annual load of total nitrogen.
 70% reduction of the typical annual load of gross pollutant.
Appropriate stormwater management also needs to ensure that flows downstream of the subdivision site are
restricted to pre development levels unless increased flows are approved by the relevant drainage authority
and there are no detrimental downstream impacts.
PLEASE NOTE: Council is the relevant drainage authority for local drainage and the authority responsible for
the local drainage system. Although the Authority has outlined the requirement for stormwater management
above you will need to talk to Council’s engineering department about this aspect of any future development
as Council is the relevant drainage authority.
In accordance with Section 66 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987, please provide an electronic copy of
the outcome of this proposal to the Authority for our records.
Should you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact Jessie McMaster on (03) 5232 9100 or
floodinfo@ccma.vic.gov.au. To assist the CMA in handling any enquiries please quote F-2016-0558 in your
correspondence with us.
Yours sincerely,

Dr Geoff Taylor
Floodplain Statutory Manager
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The information contained in this correspondence is subject to the disclaimers and definitions attached.

Definitions and Disclaimers
1.

The area referred to in this letter as the ‘proposed development location’ is the land parcel(s) that,
according to the Authority’s assessment, most closely represent(s) the location identified by the applicant.
The identification of the ‘proposed development location’ on the Authority’s GIS has been done in good
faith and in accordance with the information given to the Authority by the applicant(s) and/or Council.

2.

While every endeavour has been made by the Authority to identify the proposed development location on
its GIS using VicMap Parcel and Address data, the Authority accepts no responsibility for or makes no
warranty with regard to the accuracy or naming of this proposed development location according to its
official land title description.

3.

AEP as Annual Exceedance Probability – is the likelihood of occurrence of a flood of given size or larger
occurring in any one year. AEP is expressed as a percentage (%) risk and may be expressed as the
reciprocal of ARI (Average Recurrence Interval).
Please note that the 1% probability flood is not the probable maximum flood (PMF). There is always a
possibility that a flood larger in height and extent than the 1% probability flood may occur in the future.

4.

AHD as Australian Height Datum - is the adopted national height datum that generally relates to height
above mean sea level. Elevation is in metres.

5.

ARI as Average Recurrence Interval - is the likelihood of occurrence, expressed in terms of the long-term
average number of years, between flood events as large as or larger than the design flood event. For
example, floods with a discharge as large as or larger than the 100 year ARI flood will occur on average
once every 100 years.

6.

LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) is an optical remote sensing technology which measures the height
of the ground surface using pulses from a laser. LIDAR can be used to create a topographical map of the
land and highly detailed and accurate models of the land surface.

7.

No warranty is made as to the accuracy or liability of any studies, estimates, calculations, opinions,
conclusions, recommendations (which may change without notice) or other information contained in this
letter and, to the maximum extent permitted by law, the Authority disclaims all liability and responsibility
for any direct or indirect loss or damage which may be suffered by any recipient or other person through
relying on anything contained in or omitted from this letter.

8.

This letter has been prepared for the sole use by the party to whom it is addressed and no responsibility is
accepted by the Authority with regard to any third party use of the whole or of any part of its contents.
Neither the whole nor any part of this letter or any reference thereto may be included in any document,
circular or statement without the Authority’s written approval of the form and context in which it would
appear.

9.

The flood information provided represents the best estimates based on currently available information.
This information is subject to change as new information becomes available and as further studies are
carried out.
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402-406 Mair Street
Ballarat VIC 3350
(03) 5336 6856
Grampians.planning@delwp.vic.gov.au

Our Ref: SP457392
Your Ref: AG:dd
24 August 2016
Andrew Goodsell
Moorabool Shire Council
PO Box 18
BALLAN VIC 3342

Dear Mr Goodsell
DRAFT SMALL TOWNS AND SETTLEMENT STRATEGY COMMUNITY CONSULTATION
Thank you for your recent correspondence providing a copy of the Draft Small Towns Settlement
Strategy (the strategy) to the Department of Environment, Land, Water & Planning (DELWP) for
comment.
I congratulate the Moorabool Shire Council (Council) on the preparation of the strategy, which
provides an over arching vision to guide Councils future management of its small towns through to
2041.
DELWP supports the strategy and welcomes the opportunity to work in partnership with Council
during its finalisation.
If you have any queries regarding this matter, please contact Ezaz Sheikh, Statutory Planner at
DELWP’s Ballarat office on telephone (03) 5336 6644.
Yours sincerely

STEWART DEKKER
Senior Statutory Planner
Grampians Region

Privacy Statement
Any personal information about you or a third party in your correspondence will be protected
under the provisions of the Privacy and Data Protection Act 2000. It will only be used or disclosed
to appropriate Ministerial, Statutory Authority, or departmental staff in regard to the purpose for
which it was provided, unless required or authorised by law. Enquiries about access to
information about you held by the Department should be directed to the Privacy Coordinator,
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, PO Box 500, East Melbourne, Victoria
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